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Ball Seed® is excited to introduce the 2021 lineup of vegetative and seed new varieties. These distinctive plants feature exciting colors, unique textures, proven reliability, production efficiency and outstanding performance, all trialed and tested to ensure you’ll have your best growing season ever.
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NEW VARIETIES
2021
**ANGELONIA**

**Alonia Dark Lavender**
Early-blooming series with an upright/mounded growth habit continues to grow and gain size in the garden. Dark Lavender features a controlled habit and blooms the full length of the stems.
Danziger

**Alonia BIG Series**
Early-blooming series like Alonia, with a larger habit.
- Bicolor Pink
- Bicolor Purple
Danziger

**ARGYRANTHEMUM**

**Daisini Compact White**
Early-flowering series with compact growth and small blooms.
Cohen

**Go Daisy Spring Time**
Early-flowering series has a wide variety of colors.
Cohen

**Grandaisy White Improved**
A cross between argyranthemum and ismelia, commonly known as tricolor chrysanthemum or tricolor daisy. Features big, bright blooms on full, vigorous plants that are perfect for patio pots.
Suntory

**BEGONIA**

**Bewitched™ Series**
Quick-to-finish series features dissected (cut) leaf selections for excellent retail appeal. A true series, so all colors finish on the same schedule.
- Cherry
- Lavender
- Pink
- Silver
Green Fuse

**Compact Double Apricot**
Compact, upright boliviensis provides dependable production and strong performance in small pots. Attractive, well-branched plants feature lots of two-toned blooms and dark, serrated foliage.
Selecta One®

**Curly™ Series**
All-new series of high-vigor rex begonias features traditional “escargot” type leaf curls.
- Chocolate
- Peppermint
- White
Green Fuse

**Dibs™ Thin Mint**
The impressively large Dibs Series delivers vigor and height not traditionally associated with rex begonias. Delivers fantastic colors and patterns on an accelerated crop schedule with big results.
Green Fuse

**BACOPA**

**Scopia Gulliver Compact Purple**
New addition features a large flower size with good branching, a compact habit and early flowering. Great for combos.
Danziger

**Scopia Double Pink**
Large, pink, double flowers on a semi-upright habit that is good in combos.
Danziger
BEGONIA continued

Double Delight™ Series
Excellent vigor, branching, flower count and sun tolerance. Sweet, citrus-like fragrance from large, abundant, soft pink blossoms on cascading stems. Resistant to botrytis.

- Blush Rose
- Primrose

Proven Winners

Double Up™ Series
Wax begonia makes an outstanding 4-in. (10-cm) crop in production; blooms early and goes long. Plants have excellent vigor with a dense habit and double flowers. Resistant to botrytis.

- Pink
- Red
- White

Proven Winners

Florencio™ Series
A striking range of vibrant colors paired with an upright, grower-friendly habit makes Florencio the go-to hybrid begonia. Medium vigor and well-branched for mid-to-large sized containers.

- Orange
- Pink
- Red
- White
- Yellow

Syngenta

Grace™ Series
Unique, pendulous, double flowers give a high-end look to containers and baskets. Versatile habits are densely branched and work across a range of container sizes.

- Dark Red
- Orange
- Pink

Syngenta
Sun Drop Compact Double Yellow Bidens

Smaller version of Sun Drop Double Yellow. Perfect for small pot production and plays nice in mixed containers. Also, best for the southern region. Produces double flowers with a better habit and a more saturated yellow than other compact double bidens on the market.

Ball FloraPlant®

Sun Drop Double Yellow

Features very large, double flowers on a mounding habit. Large, eye-catching blooms work well in mixed baskets and patio containers. This yellow bidens forms a tidy mound in the garden.

Ball FloraPlant®

Brasco™ Violet Brachyscome

Attractive, lavender-blue, daisy-like blooms are perfect for early-Spring sales. A great choice for hanging baskets and containers.

Ball FloraPlant®

Fresco™ Purple

Finely textured foliage and small blue flowers last all season long. Compact and upright-mounded plants prefer cooler temperatures. High light will produce the best habit for brighter, larger blooms.

Ball FloraPlant®

Order all the products in this catalog using WebTrack®.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370.
BRACTEANTHA
Granvia Gold
Large, long-lasting flowers have an intensely bright yellow color and a heart that turns orange when blooms mature. The unique structure of the paperlike petals will grab attention right away.
Cohen

CALENDULA
Cheers Tangerine
Offers a vivid orange color and mildew resistance, with a compact habit and good heat and cold tolerance.
Danziger

CALIBRACHOA
Bumble Bee Orange
Features a vibrant, unique bicolor pattern with large flowers and excellent heat performance.
Ball FloraPlant®
Calipetite Yellow Improved
Naturally compact mound of color grows into a dense ball without any need for growth regulators or supplemental lighting. This colorful series is ideal for color bowls and mixes.
Sakata
Calitastic Series
A unique mix of boldly colored flowers that bloom all season long on early-flowering plants with a uniform, trailing habit.
• Aubergine Star
• Blood Orange
• Golden Sun
• Orange Improved
• Raspberry
Cohen

Callie® Purple Improved
Big vigor, bold colors and continuous blooms from Spring to Fall. The perfect mixer and a prime component in Kwik Kombos.
Syngenta

Candy Shop Series
Features bright, fluorescent colors with a popping starburst in the center of each flower. Fast-growing, heavy bloomer with a semi-trailing habit. Produces an abundance of small, petunia-like flowers Spring to Fall.
• Chocolate
• Double Bubble Gum
• Grape Splash Improved
Cohen

Celebration Double Blue Improved
Frilly, fully double flowers make stunning baskets at retail with a semi-trailing habit and excellent branching.
Cohen

Chameleon Series
Perfect for hanging baskets, these calibrachoas feature ever-changing colors throughout the season based on light levels, daylength and other factors.
• Blackberry Pie
• Double Desert Rose
• Frozen Ice
• Milky Pink
Cohen

Cha-Cha™ Series
25% more vigorous than the Cabaret series with large, cascading blooms. Easy-to-produce series is uniform in size with an early flowering time. Perfect for large containers, hanging baskets and mixes, and features two color-shifting types!
• Deep Blue
• Diva Apricot
• Diva Hot Pink
• Frosty Lemon
• Tangerine
Ball FloraPlant®

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
Colibri Series

Two new additions to the series feature well-branched, compact habits with little to no PGRs needed, along with early blooming.

- Malibu Pink
- Mellow Yellow

Danziger

Eyeconic Sunset

Sunset provides a strong contrast in the eye color on huge flowers, with a controlled, semi-trailing habit and early blooming.

Danziger

MiniFamous® Neo Double PlumTastic

Unique bicolor eye pattern on a double flower. Features uniform, semi-trailing habit, along with medium vigor and attractive flowering time.

Selecta One®

Ombre Series

Medium-vigor series features a range of colors on each plant, with large flowers and a controlled, semi-trailing habit.

- Blue
- Pink
- Yellow

Danziger

Superbells® Coral Sun

Eye-catching, vibrant, tropical-toned calibrachoa has abundant, small, petunia-like flowers on a cascading growth habit all season. No deadheading is necessary.

Proven Winners

Tiktok Series

Compact, upright boliviensis provides dependable production and strong performance in small pots. Attractive, well-branched plants feature lots of two-toned blooms and dark, serrated foliage.

- Blue
- Grape
- Rose

Dümmen Orange®
**CAMELLIA**

**Brew-Tea-Ful**

Consumers can grow their own tea leaves at home! This is a great patio/container plant that thrives in full sun.

Ball Ingenuity™

**CATHARANTHUS**

**Soiree Kawaii Series**

Compact, upright habit with mini flowers creates a mound of color. Outstanding garden performance and heat tolerance all Summer long.

- 'Blueberry Kiss'
- 'Coral Reef'

Suntory

**COLEUS**

**ColorBlaze® Royale Pineapple Brandy™**

Compact, tightly branched coleus offers a tidier look in combinations and smaller containers without pinching or PGRs. Forms a bushy, upright clump of radiant golden yellow leaves with a razor thin, red edge.

Proven Winners

---

**Dragon Heart**

This full-bodied plant is great for the landscape or large pots, and performs well in both sun and shade. It features bright, exciting colors and a unique foliage pattern!

Ball FloraPlant®

**FlameThrower™ Series**

Compact-to-medium coleus is perfect for quarts and mixed containers. Its uniquely colored and shaped leaves add texture in the garden and containers.

- Cajun Spice
- Sriracha

Ball FloraPlant®

---

Brew-Tea-Ful Camellia
Le Freak
A chic sun coleus addition has funky foliage and creates volume while adding texture to beds and containers. Selected for outstanding performance. Won’t bleach and performs well Spring through Summer.
 Dümmen Orange®

COLOCASIA
Coffee Cups
Dynamic thriller in large container recipes. Cupped foliage will collect rainwater until it gets heavy enough to bend the stem and pour the water out.
 Proven Winners

Heart of the Jungle
Features fantastic foliage and a great water plant. Brings a tropical vibe to small and medium-sized container combinations. Heat tolerant and no deadheading is necessary.
 Proven Winners
COMBOS

MixMasters™

Combining on-trend colors that work well together with varieties that have been trialed and approved for optimum growing performance, MixMasters create the perfect mixes every time.

- A Grape Fit! Improved
- Bejeweled Improved
- Biden My Time
- Bloom Of Allegiance Improved
- Color Magic Improved
- Gold Plated
- Hot Rod
- Kiss Me Good Night
- Paradise Sunrise Improved
- Peach of My Heart Improved
- Pico de Gallo
- Porch Patriot Improved
- Retro Summer
- Shindig Improved
- Sunnyside Improved
- Sweet Melody Improved

Ball FloraPlant®

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
MixMasters Shindig Improved
MixMasters Peach of My Heart Improved
MixMasters Sunnyside Improved
MixMasters Paradise Sunrise Improved
MixMasters Sweet Melody Improved
MixMasters Kiss Me Good Night
MixMasters Retro Summer
MixMasters Porch Patriot Improved
MixMasters Peach of My Heart Improved
MixMasters Sunnyside Improved
COMBOS continued

**Kwik Kombos™**

These formulated mixes are tested for consumer performance in a range of climates. Designed to provide retail color during the Spring and Summer months, Kwik Kombos are optimized to continually bloom in various climates.

- All That Glitters Mix
- Crushed Velvet Mix
- Curb Appeal Mix Improved
- Endless Love Mix
- Harvest Moon Mix
- In A Jam Mix
- Light Bright Mix
- Little Piece of My Heart Mix
- Love Potion Mix
- Makin’ Me Blush Mix
- Mermaid Tails Mix
- Royal Duchess Mix Improved
- Spring Breeze Mix Improved
- That’s the Spirit Mix
- World’s Fair Mix Improved

Syngenta

**Trixi®**

The popular combo program introduces several new and improved mixes.

- Chemical Attraction
- Double Date 21
- Double Take
- Lip Sync
- Sky’s the Limit
- Twice As Nice
- Two to Tango

Selecta One®

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
DAHLIA

Dahlegria™ Series
With a more upright habit, this series is great in landscape and container applications. Large, colorful, single-flowers stand out on the almost-black foliage. Great mildew resistance.
- Magenta Bicolor
- Red Improved
- Sunrise
Syngenta

Dahlietta® Candy
Features orange, double blooms with a deep red center. Perfect match to series; excellent garden performance. Flowers in as little as 7 weeks for quick turns.
Selecta One®

Dalaya® Series
Garden dahlia features big blooms and exotic bicolors that charm with awesome retail appeal. This series is early to flower, slow to fade and has excellent garden performance.
- Fireball
- Raspberry
Selecta One®

Happy Days™ Series
Nearly black, dissected foliage makes the bright flowers really pop! With a well-branched habit, Happy Days is ideal for containers and landscape applications.
- Fuchsia Halo
- Purple Improved
Syngenta

Dahlegria Red Improved

Dahlegeria™ Sunrise

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
Megaboom Berry Blast
Designed for their massive, oversized blooms on tidy, well-branched plants. The short peduncle holds the flowers right above the foliage, for a dense display of color. They also have outstanding disease resistance for landscapes and large containers.
Dümmen Orange®

VINING DIPLADENIA
Diamantina™ Coral Orange Sunrise
In a class by itself! This orange bloom color is the only one of its kind on the market in mandevilla/dipladenia. Requires hand-training to a trellis. Winner of the IPM Essen 2016 Innovation Award.
Ball Ingenuity™

Diamantina™ Opal Yellow Improved
The world’s first and only yellow dipladenia on the market! Habit improved for uniformity with the series. Hand-training no longer required, blooms are upward facing.
Ball Ingenuity™

EURYOPS
High Noon™
Easy-to-grow, heat-loving plant has large, colorful blooms and a compact habit. Bred to be easier to flower in Spring in the North.
Proven Winners

Order all the products in this catalog using WebTrack®.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
### INTERSPECIFIC GERANIUM

**Caldera™ Series**
Features flower intensity and exceptional heat tolerance like Caliente geraniums, but with a spreading habit. Stands out all Summer long with a striking combination of dark foliage paired with vibrant blooms.
- Pink
- Red
- Salmon

**Calliope® Medium Cherry**
All the benefits of Calliope Large in a more space-efficient package. Ideal for 1.25-qt. to 2.5-qt. pots. Wide range of colors that includes unique novelties.

**Marcada™ Series**
This strong geranium series looks like an ivy geranium but is more heat tolerant, has better flower retention and is less sensitive to oedema. Works best in medium baskets.
- Deep Coral
- White

**Selecta One® Mojo™ Series**
Brilliant colors and large flower heads set against dark green foliage deliver a striking combination. Medium vigor and a mounded, very well-branched habit make Mojo the ideal choice for 1.25-qt. to 2.5-qt. pots.
- Cranberry Splash
- Orange
- Salmon
- White

**Moxie!™ Series**
Excellent branching, heat tolerance and a compact-to-medium vigor make Moxie! the ideal series for small-to-medium-sized containers. Offers superior flowering all season long.
- Orange
- Violet
- White Improved

---

### FUCHSIA

**Fuchsita Series**
The compact bushy habit is the perfect backdrop to the mass of striking blooms flowering non-stop from Summer onwards. Attractive to bees.
- Blush Violet
- Candy
- Carmine White
- Deep Pink White
- Magenta Purple
- Pink Blue
- Pink Violet
- Pink White
- Red Blue
- Red Lavender
- Red White
- Rose Blue
- Rose White
- Scarlet White

**Fuchsita Special Series**
Uniform in early flowering without daylength-extension. Produces abundant smaller flowers on a stable, upright habit with good basal branching.
- Magenta Purple
- Red Lavender

**Fuchsita XL Series**
Early-flowering, upright series features lots of medium-sized flowers above the foliage. Very well-branched for premium containers.
- Deep Rose White
- Flamingo Blue

---

**FUCHSIA**

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
IVY GERANIUM

Balcon Series

Now available from Ball Seed. A sea of colorful, large, single flowers cascades over the edge of large hanging baskets and window boxes on this heat-tolerant, trailing ivy. It is naturally self-cleaning to keep gardens looking fresh long into the Summer.

- Ice Dance Pink
- Light Purple
- Pink
- Red
- Shocking Pink

Selecta One®

Decora Series

Now available from Ball Seed. Cascades of vibrantly colored, large, single blooms spill out of large hanging baskets and window boxes. Heat-tolerant, trailing ivy features unique variegated foliage. Plus, it is naturally self-cleaning, so it keeps plants looking fresh all Summer long.

- Light Purple
- Pink
- Red
- Shocking Pink

Selecta One®

Ivy League™ Cherry Blossom Series with exceptional heat tolerance raises the bar for ivy geraniums. Strong branching and pot fill builds better baskets. Features a broad range of core and novelty colors.

Syngenta

Royal™ Series

Early flowering makes for quick turns, and excellent oedema resistance results in clean foliage at retail. This double-flowered ivy geranium with a medium-vigor, well-branched, trailing habit is terrific in baskets.

- Dark Red 21
- Pink Ice

Selecta One®
Moonlight™ Orange
True orange color without a hint of coral or scarlet. Dark foliage, compact and uniform series for the grower is the solution for pot-tight production and bench runs. Early flowering, with three to four large flowers at first flush.
Selecta One®

Presto™ Series
The most uniform, compact, dark-leafed zonal geranium series produces a strong first flush of flowers – 3 to 4 blooms. Naturally compact habit needs no PGRs.
- Brilliant Red Improved
- Orange
- Rose Flare
- Violet Improved
Selecta One®

Dynamo™ Series
The powerhouse among zonal geraniums: all the key colors you need in a uniform series. Matches for habit, flower timing and branching to ship all at once.
- Dark Red Improved
- Salmon Improved
Ball FloraPlant®

Rosalie™ Antique Salmon
Soft pink, rosebud-like flowers make Rosalie a unique variety that stands out at retail and in the garden. Controlled habits work well across a range of small- to medium-sized containers.
Syngenta

ZONAL GERANIUM
Americana® Scarlet Fire
The go-to series for medium-sized pots, mixed combos and baskets. Medium vigor and series uniformity make it a great choice for 2.5-qt. geranium programs where growers need versatility and a wide range of color options.
Syngenta

Rosalie™ Antique Salmon
Soft pink, rosebud-like flowers make Rosalie a unique variety that stands out at retail and in the garden. Controlled habits work well across a range of small- to medium-sized containers.
Syngenta

Sunrise™ Rose+Big Eye
Terrific bicolor pattern with large flowers and great heat performance. Large-flowered series features early blooms on a green-leaf, medium-vigor plant.
Selecta One®

ZONAL GERANIUM
Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
HELICHRYSUM
Silver Stitch 21
Upgraded for slightly higher vigor and later flowering. Features small, round, needle-like foliage and a compact, mounding habit.
Selecta One®

HYPOESTES
Hippo® Red Improved
Brighter red color absolutely glows in the shade. Big and bushy with an upright habit, it is great as a thriller or filler in containers and landscapes. Use like a coleus.

NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS
ColorPower™ Series
Big, vibrant blooms light up the shade. Includes a great range of colors, including bright novelties, with an outstanding habit and flower presentation in large pots and baskets.
- Orange
- Peach Frost
- Red
Selecta One®

Harmony Colorfall Series
Breakthrough trailing line of New Guinea impatiens is perfect for shade baskets, pots and combos.
- Light Pink
- Neon Red
- Pink
- White
Danziger

IMPATIENS
Infinity® Series
Vigorous, upright plants have large flowers for great flower color in shaded areas. These varieties have been improved for more vigor with greater flower coverage.
- Blushing Crimson Improved
- Light Purple Improved
- Orange Improved
Proven Winners

• Infinity Blushing Crimson Improved Impatiens
• Infinity Light Purple Improved Impatiens
• Infinity Orange Improved Impatiens
• ColorPower Orange New Guinea Impatiens
• ColorPower Peach Frost New Guinea Impatiens
• ColorPower Red New Guinea Impatiens
• Silver Stitch 21 Helichrysum
• Hippo Red Improved Hypoestes
NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS continued

ImPower™ Pink Frost
Fast-to-finish, highly programmable New Guinea ensures quick-turn success. Uniform series has all colors flowering within one week.
Selecta One®

Sol Luna Series
Takes both sun and shade equally well, so it can be planted anywhere for a ball of bright color. Compact, well-matched series features bright colors.
- Candy Apple
- Dark Lavender
- Pink
- Tropical Punch

Danziger

SunPatiens® Compact Series
Exceptional outdoor performance – tolerates all weather, from Spring through hard frost. Compact series roots fast. Perfect for small pot production and is resistant to disease.
- Hot Pink
- Rose Glow
- Forever Summer Mix
- Happy Days Mix
- Hawaiian Sunset Mix
- Tropical Punch Mix
Ball FloraPlant®

NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS
Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
SunPatiens® Vigorous Lovebird Improved Mix
Contains SunPatiens Vigorous Pink Kiss, Vigorous Red and Vigorous Shell Pink.
Ball FloraPlant®

IPOMOEA
Proven Accents Sweet Caroline Medusa™ Green
New foliage form for ipomoea. Distinctive palm-shaped, thick, chartreuse leaves on tight internodes form a compact, mounded-to-slightly trailing plant.
Proven Winners

Spotlight™ Red Heart
True red with a heart-shaped leaf. Less fade in the South than the competition. Compact, naturally branched habit is ideal for packs and small pots. Great for mixes, too.
Ball FloraPlant®

LANTANA
Gem Series
Well-branched series keeps its bright colors under hot weather conditions, so it is perfect for late Spring and Summer.
- Compact Pink Opal
- Compact Rose Quartz
Danziger

Luscious® Royale Red Zone™
A certified sterile selection; non-invasive. Large clusters of fragrant, pollinator-friendly blooms emerge red and orange bicolor, then transition to pure glowing red on compact, upright plants.
Proven Winners

Purple Falls
Large clusters of purple flowers attract butterflies and bloom abundantly all Summer long. Faster pot fill and better branching than Purple Trailing with heat and drought tolerance.
Ball FloraPlant®
LOBELIA

Glow™ Series
Heat-tolerant series has a compact, mounded habit.
- Electric Blue
- White Lightning
  Danziger

Laguna® Sky Blue Improved
This upgrade features improved Summer performance, larger flowers and a true sky blue color that holds a month longer through the Summer heat.
  Proven Winners

LOBULARIA

Moonlight Knight™
Soft yellow blossoms completely blanket the well-branched plants all season, powering through the heat of Summer. Highly attractive to pollinators.
  Proven Winners

BUSH MANDEVILLA

Diamantina™ Tourmaline Fuchsia
The only true fuchsia bloom color of mandevilla on the market! Trellis support is needed in larger pot sizes of 10 in. (25 cm) and up.
  Ball Ingenuity™

MUEHLENBECKIA

Now available from Ball Seed. Spiller foliage plant features glossy, dark green, round leaves and dark stems. Works great in mixed combos, as an accent plant or as a groundcover.
  Selecta One®

NEMESIA

Nesia Series
More heat-tolerant than other nemesia and covered in multicolored blooms from early Spring through Summer.
- Bananaberry
- Tutti Frutti
  Danziger

OSTEOSPERMUM

4D™ Yellow
Highly stable double with large, deep yellow blooms. This variety is more controlled than other 4D varieties due to its smaller plant habit and slimmer body. Blooms stay open 24/7.
  Selecta One®

Bright Lights® Red
Selected for its nestled branching, fuller, uniform habit and season-long flowering, this brick red selection represents an advancement in heat-tolerant osteospermum breeding.
  Proven Winners

FlowerPower™ Compact

Violet+Eye
Features big, violet and white bicolor blooms with excellent garden performance. Early-to-flower and features medium, easy-to-control vigor and excellent branching.
  Selecta One®

Osticade Yellow
Controlled, trailing habit is perfect for baskets. No need for cold treatment; it can be grown in a warm greenhouse along with other annuals.
  Danziger

‘Sunshine Beauty’
Features vibrant orange edges that fade into a yellow center. New blooms emerge in brighter, more vibrant hues that lead to three shades of blooms at one time.
  Ball FloraPlant®

Tradewinds® Sunset
Bright and bold, daisy-like flowers are ideal for early shoulder impulse sales. Controlled upright habit works well in small- and medium-sized containers.
  Syngenta

PERICALLIS

Senetti® Series
Low-maintenance series is a great addition to early-Spring assortments, thriving in cool temperatures. This durable pericallis will hold up at retail and offers fast sell-through.
  SENETTI is a U.S. registered trademark of SUNTORY FLOWERS LIMITED CORPORATION.
  - Cobalt Blue
  - Violet
  - White
  Selecta One®
SuperCal® Series
The best characteristics of petunias and calibrachoas, in one exceptional collection. Unique, vibrant colors, large blooms and high pH tolerance.
• Rose
• Royal Red
Ball FloraPlant®

SuperCal® Premium Series
The components of these mixes are packaged and shipped together, so you can stick them in the same container to create sensational color combos.
• Autumn Spice Mix
• Bonfire Mix
Ball FloraPlant®

Amore Heart & Soul
Early-flowering variety has a mounded habit and lots of large flowers with a stable color pattern. Excellent novelty item has a heart-shaped pattern on each bloom.
Danziger

Bee’s Knees
Filled with lush blooms and puts on a high-impact show all season long with very little attention. It brings the most intense yellow petunia to the market, along with the best performance.
Ball FloraPlant®

Bingo Perfectunia Too Blue
Great for containers and baskets with a compact, semi-trailing habit and medium-large blooms.
Cohen

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
PETUNIA continued

**Capella Series**
Performs well in propagation. Creates a tidy small pot with minimal PGRs. Naturally compact in the greenhouse, but continues to grow and gain size in the garden.
- Cherry Vanilla
- Purple
- Salmon

Danziger

**Cascadias Series**
Large flowers cover the plant. Bred to cascade over the sides of the container. A great option for premium baskets and combinations.
- Chili Red
- Hint of Lime

Danziger

**Crazytunia Series**
A wide range of colors and patterns distinguish this series of neat and tidy plants with an upright, mounded habit that allows for a wide range of pot sizes and applications.
- Amarena Cream
- Blackberry Jam
- Cosmic Pink
- Frisky Red
- Frisky Violet
- Peach Bellini
- Pink Frills Improved
- Ultra Cardinal Blue

Cohen

**Dekko™ Banana**
Exceptional garden performance and a wide range of core and unique colors are perfect for adding "wow" to mixed combos and baskets.

Syngenta

**Durablloom Series**
Series features advanced petunia breeding with unparalleled landscape performance. Unmatched advancement in heat and weather tolerance.
- Blue Vein
- Soft Pink

Dümmen Orange®

**Headliner™ Series**
Three colors expand this medium-vigor, mounded series that boasts early flowering for a fast finish with a dramatic color range. Creates eye-catching finished baskets and pots with large blooms.
- Crystal Sky
- Dark Violet Picotee 21
- Electric Purple Sky

Selecta One®

**Hippy Chick Violet**
Features a unique bloom shape and bright color, along with a semi-trailing habit. Well-suited for premium hanging baskets.
Danziger

**Itsy™ Magenta**
With exceptional color coverage and good vigor, itsy is a great option for both the landscape and containers. Tons of tiny magenta blooms form a blanket of color for retail appeal.

Syngenta

**Main Stage™ Glacier Sky**
Glacier Sky is the first Sky-type variety to join the Main Stage series! Features huge blooms with a deep blue hue and a white picotee edge, speckled with white stars.
Selecta One®

**Ovation Lemon Chimes**
Early, strong yellow-colored flowers in a compact habit. Very free flowering with exceptional rain tolerance.
Cohen

**Perfectunia® Too Blue**
Bred for fast and early production, the series offers perfect uniformity across all colors. Ideal for containers, window boxes and gardens.

Westhoff

**Pink Diamond**
Features huge double blooms that are great for hanging baskets. New blooms cover old flowers for a fresh-looking plant all season!
Ball FloraPlant®

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
Ray Series
Series features large flowers and a mounded habit. Blooms early enough for any market.
- Fuchsia
- Red Improved
- Sunflower Improved
Danziger

Retro Red
Truly unique color combination and flower shape. Medium-sized blooms cover neatly mounding-to-trailing plants.
Cohen

Scoop Series
Naturally compact habit is well-suited for high-density production, with minimal to no PGRs needed. Appealing bright colors grab attention at retail. Selected specifically to perform well in small packs or quarts.
- Cherry Gelato
- French Vanilla
- Lemon Ice
- Strawberry Swirl
- Violet Creme
- Watermelon
Danziger

Splash Dance Series
Blooms feature a unique speckled pattern that looks great in gallons and hanging baskets.
- Bolero Blue
- Magenta Mambo
- Purple Polka
Danziger

Starlet™ Blueberry Vein
Top performer with purple blooms and deep purple veins. Excellent variety for combos! Series is compact and controlled, with well-matched timing, vigor and habit.
Selecta One®

Supertunia® Royal Velvet® Improved
Improved with a saturated royal purple color that is truly eye-catching, along with a better branching habit for Spring containers at retail.
Proven Winners

Surfinia Series
Profuse bloomer features outstanding performance, extremely fast growing and excellent weather tolerance.
- Heartbeat Improved
- Purple Heart
Suntory

Zoom! Purple
Very vigorous, landscape-type petunia with tough, weather-tolerant blooms and eye-catching color.
Cohen
PHILODENDRON
Shangri-La
A new form of the popular “split leaf philodendron”. Habit is uniformly dense, clumping and will not vine. Produces highly fingered (dissected) leaves at the juvenile stage, giving it the look of a mature split leaf philodendron on a much more diminutive plant.

Ball Ingenuity™

PHLOX
Gisele® Series
Bred for reliable rooting, mounded habit and heat tolerance. Plus, it features large, attractive flower clusters.
- Light Pink+Eye
- Purple
- Red
- Scarlet

Selecta One®

Shangri-La Philodendron
Gisele Light Pink+Eye Phlox
Gisele Purple Phlox
Gisele Red Phlox
Gisele Scarlet Phlox
**PORTULACA**

**Mega Pazzaz Series**

Brightly colored series features big flowers on a moderate, controlled, semi-trailing habit. A strong option for heat and drought-tolerant programs.

- Dark Pink
- Gold
- Orange
- Purple

Danziger

**Pazzaz Nano Purple**

Heat and drought-tolerant, early-flowering variety has a naturally compact habit and big flowers that stay open longer.

Danziger

**RUCELLIA**

**Machu™ Morado**

A sterile, non-running selection that is a denser, more compact plant that won’t flop or split, even in hot, humid climates where this plant grows as an evergreen perennial in Zones 9-11.

Proven Winners

**SALVIA**

**Sallyfun Series**

Easy-to-grow Salvia farinacea is good for combos and continues flowering into Summer.

- Blue Ice
- XL Blue

Danziger

**‘White Flame’**

Covered in white blooms with excellent heat performance. Perfect for landscapes and mixed containers. One of the most heat-tolerant plants available, with vigorous in-ground performance.

Ball FloraPlant®

**SANVITALIA**

**Sunbini® Improved**

This low-maintenance, heat and drought-loving annual features improved Summer garden performance, greater color coverage and 30% larger flowers than its predecessor.

Proven Winners

**SEDUM**

**Gold Mound**

Now available from Ball Seed. Chartreuse plant produces small, yellow flowers from late Spring through Summer. Low-maintenance, drought-tolerant sedum works well in containers, as groundcover or in rock gardens.

Selecta One®

**SCAEVOLA**

**‘Blue Brilliance’**

Vigorous, but still tidy in the garden. This scaevola offers a darker blue than Brilliant with better branching.

Ball FloraPlant®

**Bombay® Series**

Strong trailing habits are the ideal choice for Summer baskets and combos. The ultimate Summer mixers and the foundation of many heat-loving Kwik Kombos.

- Compact Dark Blue
- Yellow

Syngenta

**Surdiva Purple**

Compact, well-branched scaevola is earlier-flowering than competitors by two weeks, with exceptional heat tolerance. Finishes well in small pots.

Suntory

**Whirlwind® Starlight™**

This novel bicolor fan flower features blue and white striped flowers on densely branched plants with short internodes for a concentrated show of color.

Proven Winners

**SNAPDRAGON**

**Fruit Salad Series**

New series of basic clear colors in a good color range features medium-sized flowers and upstanding growth with a compact habit for small pots and container production.

- Classic Bronze
- Classic Orange
- Classic Pink
- Classic White
- Classic Wine
- Classic Yellow
- Up Apricot
- Up Lilac
- Up Purple
- Up White
- Up Yellow

Cohen

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
THUNBERGIA

TowerPower™ Gold

Offers a wide color selection and prolific flowering, plus it thrives in hot, dry Summer conditions.
Westhoff

VERBENA

Cadet Upright™ Series

Flowers one week earlier than other upright verbena on the market. Compared to the competition, this verbena has the most uniform habit across the series. Features a compact, patio-pot habit.

• Hot Pink Wink Improved
• Lavender Blue Improved
• Red Improved

Ball FloraPlant®

EnduraScape™ Series

The first verbena that’s hardy through the hottest days of Summer and can take the cold down to low teens! Spectacular in landscapes and large baskets.

• Purple Improved
• Red Improved

Ball FloraPlant®

Estrella Imperial Blue

Heavy branching, upright/mounding habit and deep, crisp dark blue/purple blooms highlight this addition to the long-established series.
Cohen

Firehouse™ Series

The perfect medium-mounded basket and mixed container verbena offers a full range of colors, along with powdery mildew resistance.

• Blue Fizz
• Purple Fizz Improved
• Violet Wink

Ball FloraPlant®

Hurricane Fuchsia

Masses of bicolor, dark pink blooms make a nice addition to this long-established novelty series.
Cohen

Lanai® Series

Class-leading disease resistance ensures Lanai looks great from grower to garden. A huge assortment of bright and bold colors make combos pop and are the foundation for many best-selling Kwik Kombos.

• Compact Candy Pink
• Purple
• Upright Merlot With Eye
• Upright Peach
• Upright Purple With Eye Improved
• White Improved

Syngenta

Lascar™ Purple

Features huge flowers and is more vigorous when compared to the rest of the series. Early-flowering with a mounded, trailing habit and medium vigor.
Selecta One®

Vanessa Series

Brightly colored, trailing-habit series has been trialed and selected for mildew resistance, plus it holds its color into the heat of Summer.

• Bicolor Indigo
• Dark Pink
• Red

Danziger

Vanessa Compact Optik Lavender

All the features of the Vanessa series with a naturally controlled and well-branched habit
Danziger

VINCA

Quasar™ Series

Massive flowers and never-before-seen colors for flowering vinca make this series a must for Spring and Summer sales. Strong landscape performance and disease resistance.

• Deep Space Blue
• Plum Swirl
• Red Target
• Salmon Target
• Spanish Orange

Green Fuse

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
**Adonia® Collection**

No pinch, no PGRS, very uniform, with strong colors against dark leaves.

- **Light Pink**
- **Ruby Red**

**Koppe Belove Yellow Series** features X-large flowers with a very short growing time. Best as a patio plant with possible use as a house plant.

**Hailey Series**

Offers a short cultivation period, while maintaining excellent longevity. Features lovely, full flowers.

- **Peach**
- **Pink**

**Koppe**

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
**ACHILLEA**
*Achillea millefolium*

**Milly Rock™ Yellow**
Compact, mounding habit holds together nicely all Summer long. Plants will bloom from late-Spring until Fall. New vibrant yellow variety expands the series. Ideal for 1-qt., 2.5-qt. and 1-gal. pot sizes.
Zones: 5-9a
Darwin Perennials®

**ARMElia**
*Armeria pseudarmeria*

**Dreameria® ‘Dream Clouds’**
Dreameria moves the genus from strictly early-Spring and late-Fall, cool-season perennial to season-long flowering. Heat tolerant; tidy habit. Pure-white ‘Dream Clouds’ accents Dreameria combos nicely.
Zones: 5-9a
Darwin Perennials®

**ASTER**
*Aster novae-angliae*

**‘Grape Crush’**
Bringing refinement to Fall-blooming Asters, ‘Grape Crush’ produces a large, very round mound of densely packed flowers.
Zones: 3-8
Walters Gardens

**‘Pink Crush’**
‘Pink Crush’ produces a large, very round mound of densely packed flowers, bringing a refined look to Fall-blooming Asters.
Zones: 3-9
Walters Gardens

**BAPTISIA**
*Baptisia hybrid*

**Decadence® Deluxe Blue Bubbly**
Large, bare root plants yield full pots of this new taller Baptisia with huge, 16-in. (41-cm), lavender-blue flower spikes. This attractive native cultivar blooms just in time for Spring sales.
Zones: 4-9a
Proven Winners

**BERGENIA**
*Bergenia cordifolia*

**Miss Piggy**
Features enhanced vigor and full, robust habit that fills a pot fully due to the broader, dark green foliage. An early-Spring bloom time guarantees Spring color at retail.
Zones: 3-9
Proven Winners

**BAPTiSiA**
*Baptisia hybrid*

**Decadence Deluxe Blue Bubbly Baptisia**
Large, bare root plants yield full pots of this new taller Baptisia with huge, 16-in. (41-cm), lavender-blue flower spikes. This attractive native cultivar blooms just in time for Spring sales.
Zones: 4-9a
Proven Winners

**Decadence Deluxe Blue Bubbly Baptisia**

**Dreameria ‘Dream Clouds’ Armeria**

**‘Grape Crush’ Aster**

**Miss Piggy Bergenia**
BUDDLEIA
Buddleia davidii
‘Lilac Cascade’
The habit of this butterfly bush has panicles that cascade downward like a waterfall. Features 12 to 18-in. (30 to 46-cm), huge, puffy panicles of pale lilac flowers.
Zones: 5-10
Walters Gardens

Monarch® ‘Princess Pink’
Butterfly bush produces incredibly long, 10 to 12-in. (25 to 30-cm) panicles of light appleblossom pink blooms, a favorite of Monarch butterflies. Incredible flower coverage on its dense clump of medium-green foliage.
Zones: 5-10
Walters Gardens

DIANTHUS
Dianthus caryophyllus

Oscar® Purple Star 21
This hyper-uniform pot carnation series boasts the best-branched habit on the market. This variety has been upgraded for larger flowers and more intense color.
Zone: 6a
Selecta One®

SuperTouper™ Series
Pot carnation is a strong performer in pots and gardens. Series features an upright habit, double flowers, an excellent color range and a wonderful fragrance.
Zone: 6a
• Purple 21
• White 21
Selecta One®
Dianthus hybrid

**Carmen™ Series**

This Zone 5-hardy, true perennial overwinters better than any other true carnation on the market. Carmen features excellent uniformity and double blooms.

Zone: 5b
- Burgundy
- Purple
- Red
Selecta One®

**Early Love**

Unique, early-flowering, bicolor carnation has large, double blooms and short stems. The presentation resembles a flower bouquet and will finish in time for Valentine's Day.

Zone: 7a
Selecta One®

**Mountain Frost™ Collection**

Hardy collection features a tidy, mounding habit and vibrant, heat-tolerant flowers that re-bloom from early Spring until Fall. Ruby Glitter features non-fading red blooms with cream-white blotches and Ruby Snow has white blooms with red eyes.

Zones: 4b-9a
- Ruby Glitter
- Ruby Snow
Darwin Perennials®

**Paint the Town Series**

Series of long-blooming, longer-lived and more heat-tolerant Dianthus reblooms throughout the season. Makes a colorful edging in the landscape and adds a unique feature in container recipes.

Zones: 4-9
- Red
- Fancy
Proven Winners

**Peach Party**

Featuring extremely long-lasting flowers, this carnation works well as a windowsill item or compact potted plant. Ideal for distribution center shipping – not sensitive to ethylene and highly cold tolerant.

Zone: 7a
Selecta One®

**Purple Wedding**

Early upright carnation is frost tolerant and lasts for months. Features beautiful, bicolor blooms with three shades of purple and a dark eye that is striking against dark foliage. Best for small pot production.

Zone: 7a
Selecta One®
ECHINACEA
Echinacea x hybrida

Color Coded™ Series
Selected for its excellent basal branching, long-lasting flower performance and large, full flowers. Produced from tissue culture to ensure uniformity in color and habit.
Zones: 4-8
• The Price is White
• Frankly Scarlet
Proven Winners

Sombrero® Series
Vibrant colors are matched by its exceptional Winter hardiness and excellent landscape performance. Fiesta Orange boasts semi-double and single flowers on the same plant! Rosada shows bright pink blooms on dark stems.
Zones: 4b-9
• Fiesta Orange
• Rosada
Darwin Perennials®

Sombrero Poco™ Yellow
Sombrero introduces a compact series with the same exceptional Winter hardiness, excellent branching and proven landscape performance. Features bright-colored, non-fading blooms.
Zones: 4b-10
Darwin Perennials®
HEMEROCALLIS
_Hemerocallis hybrid_

**Rainbow Rhythm® Series**
Award-winning daylily adds height, color and movement to the Summer garden with its 38-in. (97-cm) tall, thick, branched scapes which carry about 20 buds apiece.
Zones: 3-9
- King of the Ages
- Lake of Fire
Proven Winners

HEUCHERA
_Heuchera hybrid_

**Dolce® Toffee Tart**
Ginger-caramel-colored foliage with a light silver overlay forms a compact mound. Beautiful in shade paired with Brunnera and ferns.
Zones: 4-9
Proven Winners

HIBISCUS
_Hibiscus hybrid_

**Summerific® Series**
Novel-colored rose mallow offers prolific blooming up the stems for excellent flower coverage.
Zones: 4-9
- Spinderella
- French Vanilla
Proven Winners

LAURUS
_Laurus nobilis_

**nobilis**
This Bay Laurel originated from the Mediterranean Basin and is known as a multi-usage plant. Its dried leaves are used for culinary purposes, as aromatic oil for aromatherapy and for ornamental use in the garden.
Zone: 8
Hishtil
LAVENDER

*Lavandula angustifolia*

**BeeZee Series**
Hardy, compact *angustifolia* series has tons of flowers that attract and keep the bees busy during the long flowering season.

Zone: 5
- Dark Blue
- Light Blue
- Pink
- Power Blue
- White

*Hishtil*

**Lavandula stoechas**

**Libelle Series**
First-year-flowering series features a compact growth habit, big leaves, big flower heads and early flowering.

- Compact Blue
- Compact Rose
- Purple

*Hishtil*

**LaVela™ Compact Dark Violet 21**

Has been upgraded for improved production, with a flag that is more violet than the original variety. Tender perennial works best as a colorful potted flowering plant.

Zones: 7a

*Selecta One®*

**Primavera**
Flowers throughout Summer and Winter to extend the Spanish Lavender season! Can be programmed for very early flowering for markets in the Deep South or for Summer sales in the North.

Zones: 7-9a

*Darwin Perennials®*
**LEUCANTHEMUM**

*Leucanthemum x superbum*

**Carpet Angel Daisy®**

Daylength neutral and no cooling required. First-ever groundcover leucanthemum features unique, semi-double flowers.

Zone: 4

GreenFuse®

*'Whitecap'*

First-year-flowering ‘Whitecap’ features early flowering and a sturdy, compact habit – for extended shelf life. Plus, this classic “Shasta Daisy” provides complete flower coverage for high impact at retail. Hardy to Zone 5!

Zones: 5-9a

Darwin Perennials®

---

**NEPETA**

*Nepeta faassenii*

**Whispurr™ Series**

Excellent landscape plant with long blooming season from Spring through Summer. Series offers large flower plumes on a robust habit. Foliage has a minty fragrance; very popular with pollinators.

Zones: 4-9a

- Blue
- Pink

Darwin Perennials®

---

**MONARDA**

*Monarda didyma*

**Sugar Buzz® 'Berry Taffy'**

Uniformity makes for easy scheduling. Vigorous; fills out containers nicely with dark green, mildew-resistant foliage, but won’t overrun the garden. New raspberry-pink variety features bronze-colored bracts.

Zones: 4-8

Walters Gardens

---

**ORIGANUM**

*Origanum hybrid*

**Drops of Jupiter**

This fully mounded, vigorous ornamental herb with chartreuse foliage is easy to grow, low maintenance and a pollinator magnet. Long blooming with pink-purple flowers.

Zones: 4-9

Proven Winners

---

**PEROVSKIA**

*Perovskia atriplicifolia*

**Sage Advice**

Rich, dark purple flowers are held on strong, upright plants. Blooms from mid-Summer into Fall.

Zones: 4-9

Proven Winners
**Phlox subulata**

**‘Eye Caramba’**

‘Eye Caramba’ features medium pink flowers with a red eye. The 0.75-in. (2-cm) flowers are notably larger than typical *Phlox subulata*.

Zones: 2-9

Walters Gardens

---

**Phlox paniculata**

**Baby Doll Pink**

At just 1 ft. (30 cm) tall, this perennial is easy to tuck into small spaces in the garden or for use in containers. Bright pink flowers with a white halo form a mass of blooms on top of the dark green foliage.

Zones: 4-8

Walters Gardens

---

**Ka-Pow® White**

Ka-Pow packs a punch! Compact *Phlox paniculata* series is well branched and uniform. Features vibrant colors and powdery mildew resistance.

Zones: 4b-9a

Darwin Perennials®

---

**Luminary Series**

Selected especially for improved resistance to powdery mildew over typical *Phlox paniculata* varieties. Offers beautiful colors and incredible performance, and little work required.

Zones: 3-8

- Ultraviolet
- Opalescence

Proven Winners

**‘Magenta Pearl’**

Lavender pink flowers have a slight halo. Flowers densely pack the habit at peak bloom; excellent reblooming.

Zones: 4-8

Walters Gardens

---

**Super Ka-Pow™ Series**

Robust *Phlox paniculata* series has super-sized blooms, a super-sized habit and better branching than other leading paniculata series. Features vibrant colors, Winter hardiness and powdery mildew resistance.

Zones: 4b-9a

- Fuchsia
- Lavender
- Pink
- White

Darwin Perennials®
PHLOX continued

**Phlox hybrid**

**Mountainside™ Series**

Hybrid Phlox spreads slowly, forming a compressed groundcover. Brightly colored flowers cover the plant. One of the first perennials to bloom in Spring.

Zones: 4-8
- Majestic Magenta
- Crater Lake

Proven Winners

**Spring Bling Series**

A beautiful groundcover with excellent Spring flowering performance.

Zones: 3-8
- Pink Sparkles
- Rose Quartz
- Ruby Riot

Proven Winners

---

**POLEMONIUM**

*Polemonium hybrid*

**Heaven Scent**

This versatile perennial for sun or part shade combines fantastic foliage and flower power. Fragrant, blue flowers top the ferny mound of foliage in Spring.

Zones: 3-7

Proven Winner

---

**PULMONARIA**

*Pulmonaria hybrid*

**Spot On**

Unique salmon-pink buds mature to rich blue flowers, with silver-speckled green leaves. Attractive foliage can be enjoyed after the Spring flowers are finished.

Zones: 3-8

Proven Winners

---

**ROSE**

*Rosa hybrid*

**Brindabella Pink Princess**

Tough shrub rose is selected for superior garden performance and show-stopping flowers. Features a bush growth habit, excellent disease resistance and fragrant double flowers. Great for gardens and landscapes.

Zone: 5

Suntory

---

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
**Rudbeckia**
*Rudbeckia hirta*
**Dakota™ Series**
Series is daylength neutral and produces 20 to 30 huge flowers on each plant at one time.
Zone: 5
- Gold
- Red Shield
Green Fuse

**Sedum**
*Sedum spectabile*
**'Spellbound'**
Soft pink buds open to cream flowers that bubble over a domed habit of gray-green leaves.
Zones: 3-9
Walters Gardens

**Silene**
*Silene armeria*
**Carol Jean Series**
Unique groundcover performs outstandingly well in hot humid climates. No cooling required.
Zone: 5
- Pink
- White
Green Fuse

**Veronica**
*Veronicum® Raspberry*
Flowers continuously for months. Well-matched habit. Perfect for mixed containers with a wide color range in a compact series.
Zone: 4
Green Fuse

**Salvia**
*Salvia hybrida*
**Color Spires® Series**
Colorful perennial series produces large flowers with neatly mounded, aromatic foliage. Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds.
Zones: 3-8
- Back to the Fuchsia
- Snow Kiss
Proven Winners

**Salvia greggii**
**Mirage™ Series**
Bold, brightly colored blooms; self-branching, mounded habit resists breaking for easy shipping and less shrink. Can be sold as an annual in the North; overwinters in the South. Heat tolerant.
Zones: 7-9
- Blue
- Rose Bicolor
Darwin Perennials®

**Salvia nemorosa**
**'Tidal Pool'**
Bicolor flowers have violet blue hoods and lighter insides. Individual flowers are larger than typical *S. nemorosa* and cover a low, wide habit.
Zones: 3-8
Walters Gardens

**Sedum**
*Sedum spectabile*
**'Spellbound'**
Soft pink buds open to cream flowers that bubble over a domed habit of gray-green leaves.
Zones: 3-9
Walters Gardens

**Silene**
*Silene armeria*
**Carol Jean Series**
Unique groundcover performs outstandingly well in hot humid climates. No cooling required.
Zone: 5
- Pink
- White
Green Fuse

**Veronica**
*Veronicum® Raspberry*
Flowers continuously for months. Well-matched habit. Perfect for mixed containers with a wide color range in a compact series.
Zone: 4
Green Fuse
Earlybird Purple White Aquilegia

Earlybird Mix Aquilegia

Earlybird Red Yellow Aquilegia

AQUILEGIA
Aquilegia x hybrida

Earlybird™ F1 Series
Strong, new colors and color combinations spark new interest in Aquilegia! This new series has a low cold requirement and short juvenility for growing in warm Winter climates. Features a controlled habit, with relatively short stems on well-mounded plants.
Zones: 3-9
- Blue White
- Purple Blue
- Purple White
- Purple Yellow
- Red White
- Red Yellow
- White
- Yellow
- Mix

ARABIS
Arabis blepharophylla

Barranca™ Series
The Barranca series offers two colors in A. blepharophylla, producing a highly uniform crop that is short-stemmed with a lot of flower power. The series includes Deep Rose and Pink (violet pink), a unique color in this floriferous, early-Spring flowering perennial.
Zones: 4-9a
- Deep Rose
- Pink

AURINIA
Aurinia saxatile

Gold Rush
Shorter-stemmed Aurinia features a more uniform plant habit and earlier flowering than the competition. Evergreen early-Spring flowering perennial forms neat rosettes.
Zones: 3-9a
**DIGITALIS**
*Digitalis hybrida*

**Panther**
Vibrant rose-pink with a speckled throat. Compact, uniform, heavily branching plants produce multiple flower spikes at one time.
Zone: 5

**ECHINACEA**
*Echinacea x hybrida*

**Artisan™ F1 Collection**
The first F1 hybrid Echinacea collection from seed! Offers consistency of plant structure for a uniform, highly branched, full plant. Features uniform flowering, so all plants are ready to sell at the same time. NEW Amplified seed form is enhanced through a proprietary process, resulting in faster and more uniform germination compared to non-enhanced seed.
Zones: 6-10
- **Red Ombre**
- **Soft Orange**

**LOBELIA**
*Lobelia speciosa*

**Starship™ Series F1**
Tops for uniformity and flower power, Starship offers improved branching, low stretch and controlled habit. Great for high-value larger containers and mixed combos, and also makes a striking garden plant.
Zones: 6-10
- **Blue**
- **Burgundy**
- **Scarlet Bronze Leaf**

**LAVENDER**
*Lavandula multifida*

**Torch Minty Ice**
Fern-leaved lavender has a lavender-rosemary-pine scent. Very fast growing plant — flowering gallon pots can be produced in under 16 weeks in Spring. Hardy perennial with an attractive cascading habit is excellent for mixed containers or hanging baskets. Edible plant for gourmets features crisp, blue-green leaves that taste like oysters, and blue bell-shaped flowers after vernalization.
Zones: 7-11

**MERTENSIA**
*Mertensia maritima*

**Silver Ocean**
Hardy perennial with an attractive cascading habit is excellent for mixed containers or hanging baskets. Edible plant for gourmets features crisp, blue-green leaves that taste like oysters, and blue bell-shaped flowers after vernalization.
Zones: 2-8

**SEMPERVIVUM**

**Hippie Chicks ApeX**
Drought-tolerant, hardy perennial is great as a gift plant. These tough succulent plants are easy to produce with ApeX treated seed.
Zones: 4-9
ALLIUM
Quattro F1
Beautiful and delicious patio or garden perennial flowers beautifully in July for about 7 weeks. Ball-shaped purple flowers have a vase life of up to 3 weeks.

ALLYSUM
North Face White
Mounded, cascading habit is ideal for hanging baskets and as container fillers. The larger, pure white flowers and improved vigor show better at retail and in the garden.

ANEMONE
Harmony Double Pink
Sister series to Harmony offers compact plants topped with unique double flowers for lots of color. Carefree, continuous bloomer; durable; water wise and heat loving.

ANGELONIA
Serena® F1 Series
No-pinch, low-hassle; Serena and companion Serenita are the only seed angelonias on the market. Fills gardens, landscapes and containers with dimensional color. Carefree, continuous bloomer; durable; water wise and heat loving.
- • Blue Improved
- • Purple Improved

ANGELONIA
Serenita® Lavender F1
No-pinch, low-hassle; Serena and companion Serenita are the only seed angelonias on the market. Same benefits as Serena, but Serenita is great for high-density production where shorter, more manageable materials are needed.

ASPARAGUS
A. densiflora ‘Mazeppa’
(Foxtail Fern) Evergreen tuberous plant with linear feathery leaves on long arching stems. During Summer, small white flowers are produced followed by bright red berries.

A. falcatus
(Asparagus Fern) Produces long, sickle-like, shiny green leaves on a robust, vigorous climber with thorns on older, woody stems. Extremely easy to look after and fast growing.
BEGONIA

BIG Series
Boasts both bronze and green-leaf varieties for a colorful show. Large, 2 to 3-in. (5 to 8-cm) flowers are held above glossy leaves on upright, arching plants for BIG impact in mass plantings, large planters and baskets.

- Deep Rose With Bronze Leaf
- Red With Bronze Leaf Improved
- White With Green Leaf

Fiona Series
Series of semi-double flowers with an extremely high petal count. Featuring good uniformity and early flowering.

- Pink
- White

Maestro Plus Mix
Unique mix of well-matched, green and bronze-leafed colors taken from the Harmony Plus and Prelude Plus series. Compact plants have earlier and larger flowers. Very uniform, free-flowering habit and great outdoor performance.

Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

Funky Red
Large, bright blooms with a novel double flower form add a fun look to baskets, mixed containers and landscapes. Lightens up shady places and withstands full sun, too.

Groovy Series
Superior germination rate and outstanding plug performance in a compact boliviensis that has very uniform colors.

- Mellow Yellow
- Orange
- Red
- Rose
- White
- Mix

Nonstop Series
Flowers freely with double and semi-double blooms, 3.5 to 4.5 in. (9 to 11 cm) wide.

- Fire
- Sunset

Nonstop Mocca Deep Red
Beautiful dark-leaf series offers the same outstanding Nonstop performance. Foliage is a deep chocolate color and contrasts well with the bright, fully double blooms.

Fiona Pink
Fiona White
BIG White With Green Leaf
Nonstop Fire
Nonstop Sunset
Funky Red

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
CELOSIA
Brainiac Series
Early flowering with a compact, uniform habit.
• Lightning Yellow
• Mad Magenta
• Raven Red
• Think Pink
• Maxi Mix
First Flame™ Yellow Improved
Excellent, brightly colored Summer crop finishes 10 to 14 days earlier than competing varieties. Branches like a regular C. plumosa to produce full blooms. Uniform across all colors for a fuller look in containers.

FOLIAGE CELOSIA
Sol™ Collection
An attractive new foliage celosia collection for the market! Two distinct bicolor foliage patterns are featured in the collection. Offers relatively fast production time and no downy mildew issues.
• Gekko Green
• Lizard Leaf

CUPHEA
Sriracha Lavender Bicolor
The first cuphea from seed in separate colors has large flowers on a mid-size plant. Heat and drought-tolerant for larger pots; ships well and has a long shelf life.

DELPHINIUM
Cheer Blue
A dwarf version of the popular cut flower that is ideal for garden beds and containers. Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner has a striking mid-blue color.

DIANTHUS
Diana F1 Series
Early, compact series offers an unmatched color range for pack/pot programs. Produces many large, single flowers on low-growing plants.
• Crimson Improved
• White Red Eye Improved
Venti Parfait Series
Big, 2-in. (5-cm), "ruffled" blooms offer huge retail appeal! Performs just like companion Super Parfait. Ideal for small containers, color bowls and garden beds.
• Blueberry Eye
• Strawberry Shades
DUSTY MILLER
Cineraria maritima candicans
The young leaves are slightly lobed, but as the plants mature, they become deeply cut, much paler in color and are covered in a silvery gray fleece.

GERANIUM
Pinto Premium Deep Rose Improved
Bright, best-selling geranium colors combine improved earliness with more uniform flowering to give growers a great choice for bench-run Jumbo pack and 4-in. (10-cm) pot programs.

GOMPHRENA
Ping Pong Purple Improved
Ping Pong bursts with color in containers and mass plantings! Its height and dimension also make it a great garden cut flower. Easy to produce on the bench, drought tolerant and low maintenance for consumers.

IMPATIENS
Beacon Rose
This new series exhibits high resistance to the currently known and widely prevalent populations of Plasmopara obducens, which cause Impatiens downy mildew. With a plant structure, flowering time, flower size and crop culture that is similar to Super Elfin, Beacon is easy to incorporate into production planning and offers fast-filling, season-long color for the shade.

Imara™ XDR Series
This new series of Impatiens walleriana has a high degree of resistance to downy mildew. It also features proven landscape performance that fights back with reliable flowering all season long. Ideal for high-density growing in packs and pots.

• Hot! Mix
• Pastel Mix
• ProFormula Mix
• Rosy Mix
• Tango Mix

AFRICAN MARIGOLD
Marvel II™ F₁ Series
This new intermediate-type African marigold offers improved branching, earliness, flower size and a brighter flower color. Series is uniform under both short and long days.

• Gold
• Orange
• Yellow
• Mix
FRENCH MARIGOLD

Happy Series


- Gold
- Harmony
- Orange
- Spry
- Yellow
- Mix

NASTURTIUM

Tip Top Rose

2020 All-America Selections Regional Winner (West/Northwest, Mountain/Southwest) is a strong yet compact nasturtium with unique and showy rose-colored flowers showcased above medium green foliage.

PANSY

Cool Wave® Sunshine ‘N Wine Improved F1

Delivers easy spreading color for Spring and Fall. More vigorous with the most prostrate habit of any spreading pansy – great in combos and as groundcover. Superior overwintering hardness – Cool Wave is the earliest pansy to return in the Spring.

Grandio Series

Large-flowered Grandio offers reliable production for Fall, Winter and Spring. Uniform across all colors, with shorter flower stems and less stretching in high heat. Improved replacement for the popular Dynamite series.

- Beacon Rose
- Deep Blue With Blotch Improved

Majestic Giants II Series

Blooms show a contrasting dark “face.”

- Clear White Improved
- White With Blotch Improved

Matrix® Red Wing Improved F1

Less handling, less waste and exceptional holding power for higher profitability; 7-day bloom window across all colors. Extra-large flowers hold up to the heat and PGR stress in Summer/Fall production. Low-maintenance.

Spring Grandio Series

Specifically bred for early-Spring production, this new series offers early blooming across all varieties with incredible plant uniformity and matched bloom time.

- Beacon Rose
- Deep Blue With Blotch Improved
- Star Spangled Mix

PENTAS

Glitterati™ Red Star F1

Unique look for pentas, while still offering the heat/humidity performance this class is known for. Distinctive star pattern combines easily with other varieties, adding an exciting component for warm/hot season combinations. Finishes fast.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
PETUNIA

Easy Wave® Rose Fusion F1
Exceptional uniformity; more mounded with more controlled spread than Wave® varieties. Available in a wide array of decorator colors. Versatile - perfect for solo and mixed planters and baskets, gardens and landscapes. Great for specialty mixes, too!

Shock Wave® Purple Tie Dye F1
The best for baskets, each Shock Wave plant is blanketed with masses of colorful, petite, high-impact flowers. Mounded, spreading and easy to manage. Blooms in a 4 to 6-day window.

FotoFinish Series
Extremely uniform spreading petunia series with perfectly matched plant habits and flower timing.
• Blue
• Burgundy
• Pink
• Red
• Rose Morn
• Rose Star
• Salmon
• White
• Mix
• Patriot Mix

Trilogy Pink Lips
Multiflora series produces abundant blooms on a compact plant with novel, tightly domed shape. Long shelf life. PGRs are not required, but Trilogy will fit into any PGR program. Less sensitive to daylength than other spreading petunias.

Damask White Improved
Uniform, genetically compact multiflora series needs little to no PGRs – suited to high-density programs. Vigorous plants fill in fast.

Limbo GP Series
Next generation of the Limbo series offers greater performance (GP) from grower to consumer. Naturally compact, stretch-resistant plants have bright blooms.
• Blue Picotee
• Sky Blue Improved

Mambo GP Blue Improved
Next generation of the Mambo series offers greater performance (GP) from grower to consumer. Early, dwarf plants do not need PGRs. Compact, non-stretching plants produce blooms larger than typical multifloras.

Success HD Light Pink
Genetically compact series has large, vivid flowers; perfect for high-density production.

FlashForward Series
A miniature-flowering, spreading petunia perfectly suited for basket, mixed container and premium pack programs.
• Blue
• Burgundy
• Coral
• Lavender
• Pink
• Pink Glo
• Purple
• Red
• Salmon
• Sky Blue
• White
• Cool Waters Mix
• Mix
• Patriot Mix

Picobella Series
Mini-flowered series can be grown just like a traditional petunia. Requires little or no PGRs to produce nicely mounded, uniform and naturally dwarf plants that are well-suited to gardens, smaller containers and baskets.
• Lavender Improved
• Salmon Improved

RUDBECKIA

Cheyenne Gold
Huge, golden yellow flowers up to 6 in. (15 cm) in diameter; tolerates rain well.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
SALVIA
Lancelot
Unique plant for the border; produces silvery-white, felted leaves plus lavender flowers in July, with rosy-lavender bracts and a pleasant sage fragrance. Water-wise and a great pollinator plant.

VERBENA
Obsession White Improved
Compact performers in pack and garden. Excellent germination.

Tuscany Twister Purple Shades
Naturally compact, well-branched and bushy plants fill in quickly and uniformly for good retail displays.

VINCA
Cora XDR Apricot F1
This vinca series offers season-long flowering and excellent survival in landscape plantings. It provides high resistance to 10 of the most virulent isolates of Phytophthora nicotianae, the cause of Phytophthora blight in annual vinca.

Tattoo™ Series
Bold, fun, head-turning series. Each petal looks like it is inked or airbrushed with soft brush strokes of dark purple. Very floriferous and well-branched; 3 to 5-day flowering window.
• Blueberry
• American Pie Mix

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
VINCA continued

Valiant™ F1 Series

Large flowers show off high-impact color. More vigorous than the competition; comes with intermediate disease resistance to aerial Phytophthora under field conditions. Well-branched, low maintenance and survives environmental stresses.

- Apricot Improved
- Magenta

Virtuoso F1 Series

Compact and uniform habit with good basal branching in pots. Performs well in the garden, even under extreme conditions.

- Cranberry
- Deep Purple
- Deep Red
- Lavender
- Polka Dot
- Punch
- Rose
- White
- Mix

Cora Cascade Bright Rose F1

Vigorous, trailing series fills landscapes and baskets well, with large, long-lasting flowers covering the entire plant. Uniform habit and flowering time. Thrives in heat and humidity, and resists aerial Phytophthora.

VIOLA

Admire Orchid

Early-flowering series delivers consistent pack performance, with uniform habit and timing across all colors. Well-suited to both Spring and Fall programs for containers and landscapes.

Penny F1 Series

Early-flowering violas display 1-in. (2.5-cm) blooms. Uniform in habit and flowering, with excellent cool weather tolerance.

Quicktime™ F1 Series

Shorter production time for cost savings. Flowers two weeks faster than competition. Early-blooming, free-flowering plants provide bright color in early Spring and Fall gardens.

ZINNIA

Double Zahara™ Yellow Improved

The only fully double, disease-resistant zinnia series on the market. Provides award-winning, all-season performance and durability in landscapes and containers, especially in sunny, hot and dry conditions.

Preciosa Orange

Series is more compact than competing zinnias, with more branching and a higher amount of double flowers in a flower size that is slightly smaller.

Order all the products in this catalog using WebTrack®.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
**CELOSIA**

**Kosmo Series**
Genetically dwarf series for year-round pot and pack programs needs no PGRs or pinching. Produces a main stem at the base with many side spikes; flower heads top well-proportioned leaves.
- Orange
- Mix Improved

---

**CYCLAMEN**

**Metalis® Light Pink With Eye**
Silverleaf, midi type ideal for 4 to 6-in. (10 to 15-cm) pots. Uniform series features a round, vigorous habit.
Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

**Metis® Select Series**
“Fancy” varieties offer the same outstanding Metis performance. Fantasia varieties offer extra long-lasting, bicolor white-rimmed flowers that have thick, curved petals. Best for 3.5 to 5-in. (9 to 13-cm) pots.
- Fantasia Artic Red
- Lilabelle Bright Purple
- Lilabelle Magenta
Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

**Smartiz® Red**
Best for 2.5 to 4-in. (6 to 10-cm) pots.
Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
FOLIAGE POTTED PLANTS

Chamaedorea elegans
A palm out of Mexico that is suitable for smaller 3.5-in. (9-cm) to 6.5-in (17-cm) pots.

Coffea arabica
An attractive variety with shiny leaves that is suitable for 2.5-in. (6-cm) to 4.5-in. (11-cm) pots.

Dypsis lutescens
Known as the golden can palm, Dypsis lutescens is suitable for 3.5-in. (9-cm) to 7.5-in. (19-cm) pots.

Pachypodium lamerei
Pachypodium has its origin in one of the driest areas of Madagascar, where it survived and thrived. Suitable for 2-in. (5.5-cm) to 5.5-in. (14-cm) pots.

Philodendron selloum
Belongs to the Aracea family. Leaves have small openings when the plants are young, and larger openings as the plants mature. Suitable for 6.5-in. (17-cm) to 9.5-in. (24-cm) pots.

Schefflera arboricola
Suitable for 5-in. (12-cm) to 6.5-in. (17-cm) pots.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
GERBERA

ColorBloom™ F1 Series
Stays compact – won’t get too full or leafy, allowing the colorful blooms to show through in quarts (11-cm) pots. Faster to flower by around 10 days, ColorBloom beats the competition to market.

• Red with Dark Eye
• White with Dark Eye
• Mix Improved

Jaguar White Light Eye
Very uniform series flowers up to 10 days faster than comparable varieties, producing 3 to 4-in. (8 to 10-cm) blooms over short, thick stems and a compact rosette of leaves. Well-suited to 4.5 to 5-in. (11 to 13-cm) pots.

Majorette F1 Series
Extremely uniform series is well-suited to quarts and larger containers with multiple plants.

• Pink Halo Improved
• Yellow Dark Eye Improved

Mega Revolution™ F1 Series
Produces manageable, larger-sized plants with very large flowers – beats competing series for color range, bloom size and seed quality. Ideal for larger container programs. Supplied with industry-leading seed quality.

• Scarlet Red with Light Eye Improved
• Select Mix Improved

Revolution™ Deep Orange with Dark Eye F1
Revolution is the leading standard-size pot gerbera in uniformity across a complete color range. Offers a better second flush of flowers than the competition for a longer bloom time. Industry-leading seed quality.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
PRIMULA

Danessa Yellow F₁
Well-matched in flowering time and habit. Early to mid-season type, with 1 to 1.5-in. (3 to 4-cm) blooms held close to the foliage on compact plants.

Princessa F₁ Series
Early blooming acaulis is ideal for mass color plantings in large containers, baskets, mixed containers and landscapes. No cold treatment required for flower initiation.

• Blue
• Golden
• Pink
• Rose
• Scarlet
• White
• Mix

SuperNova Orange F₁
F₁ hybrid vigor combines with disease resistance and tolerance to a wide range of temperatures. Early-blooming plants flower up to 3 weeks earlier than other F₁ varieties; up to 4 weeks faster than O.P. types.

RANUNCULUS

Maché Lemon Rose Bicolor
Vigorous, strong-stemmed series produces large-flowered, dark green-leaved plants that respond well to PGRs and ship well.

Magic Purple
Compact, well-branched plants finish uniformly between colors. The 2 to 3-in. (5 to 8-cm) blooms are held close to the plant.
ANEMONE
Mona Lisa® Orchid Shades Improved F1
Sturdy stems hold vibrant, 4 to 5-in. (10 to 13-cm) flowers. Improved for better germination and uniformity.

ASTER
Bonita Shell Pink
Button-type flowers that open fully top vigorous plants. Resistant to Fusarium. Also makes a nice pot plant.

CAMPANULA
Champion II F1 Series
Series offers a uniform and shorter flowering window, uniform plant height and upward-facing flowers for better transportation.

• Deep Blue
• Lilac
• Pink
• Rose

CELOSIA
Chief Series
Series produces large, uniform, globe-shaped flower heads. Very well-suited for production in areas with high temperatures.

• Carmine
• Fire
• Gold
• Persimmon
• Red
• Rose
• Mix

Kurume Series
Produces large combs of vivid color. Very high tolerance to heat, drought and disease makes them ideal for Summer cut flowers.

• Corona
• Gold
• Scarlet
• Orange Red
• Rose
• Mix

DELPHINIUM
Jenny’s Pearl Series
Mounds of lacy leaves are covered in airy sprays of delicate blooms from early Summer to Fall.

• Blue
• Pink

FLOWERING KALE
Condor F1 Series
Eye-catching, on-trend look for arrangements. Ideally shaped, small head on a strong and straight stem – easy to cut and bunch.

• Red
• White

GRASS PANICUM
Frosted Explosion
This easy-to-grow grass adds a delicate texture to any bouquet. Facultative short-day flowering response; daylength extension is recommended where appropriate to ensure good stem length. Harvest stems when seed heads are green all the way to bronze tinged. Stems last 10 to 14 days in a vase.

LISIANTHUS
Can Can Purple F1
A later-flowering, spray-type lisianthus with a highly filled flower in a deep purple-blue color. Produces a spray of flowers on the top of each stem that opens within a short window, giving a bouquet effect to every stem.

Echo Pure White Improved Series offers fully double blooms. Improved for a better habit.

Flare F1 Series
Spray-type Flare produces more flowers on the top of each stem that open within a short window. No pinching is needed to deliver top-quality stems with multiple blooms on top, each resembling a bouquet.

• Jade
• Yellow

Voyage 2 White Improved F1
Large, double flowers filled with lightly fringed petals in delicate colors with sturdy stems. Improved for longer, more sturdy stems.

Order all the products in this catalog using WebTrack®.
SNAPDRAGON
Maryland Rose F1
(Group 1,2) Well-suited to cool-season, low-light/low-temperature conditions.

Potomac™ F1 Series
(Group 3,4) Excellent for high light, long days and warm temperatures.
• Pink Improved
• Red Improved

SUNFLOWER
Pro Cut F1 Series
Each bright, 4 to 5-in. (10 to 13-cm) flower features a dark, pollenless disk on single-stemmed plants. Daylength neutral varieties are excellent for mass market production.
• Bicolor DMR
• Gold Lite DMR
• Orange Horizon

Sunrich Orange Summer DMR F1
Blooms 10 to 14 days earlier than Sunbright. Single-stemmed plants bear 5 to 6-in. (13 to 15-cm) flowers. The Summer varieties flower 5 to 10 days earlier than others in the series.

ZINNIA
Queen Series
Produces a mass of fully double, 2.5 to 3-in. (6 to 7-cm) flowers. Well-branched, upright plants supply a high number of sturdy flower stems. Long vase life.
• Lime Blotch
• Pure Orange
ARUGULA
Astro
Medium-green leaves have a cut-leaf shape and a nutty flavor, which gets stronger in warmer weather. It can be utilized year-round for clipping and bunching.

BEAN
Outlaw
An upright, bush-style variety for the fresh market, Outlaw produces concentrated sets of dark, glossy, straight pods and is widely adapted to many growing regions. High Resistance to Bean mosaic virus.

Valentino
Notable for its ability to set pods under heat and drought stress, making it an excellent choice for growers planning to harvest in mid-Summer. High Resistance to Bean mosaic virus.

BEET
Merlin
Higher sugar content (12-15%) in comparison to standard beet varieties, making it a perfect choice for processors, fresh market growers or home gardeners. Smooth, red, globe-shaped roots with small-medium crowns and tap roots.

Touchstone Gold
Vibrant yellow-to-golden, smooth, globe-shaped roots with medium-sized crowns and tap roots. This variety is mid to late maturing. Intermediate Resistance to Cercospora Leaf spot.

Order all the products in this catalog using WebTrack®.
CABBAGE

**Sweet Slaw**

This sweet, green cabbage has a smooth, dense, cone-shaped head perfect for slicing and shredding. With a long harvest window, you'll get to enjoy more of this sweet, green cabbage. It is resistant to cracking, and is great for sauerkraut and cole slaw.

Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

**Sweet Thang**

This non-heading cabbage offers thick, sweet-tasting white veins with attractive dark green leaves. Features a uniform habit and short core. Better tasting than collards or kale.

Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

CARROT

**Orangeblaze F1**

Good quality Cello/Jumbo carrot for the Northeast and Canada. Also makes a smooth, cylindrical, high-quality root in a variety of soil types in the Midwest.

CAULIFLOWER

**Minuteman F1**

Widely adaptable with the ability to perform well in heat, this early hybrid for Summer and Fall harvest has a large, dense, uniform head with good color.

**Multi Head White F1**

Easily branches with multiple heads per plant. Small leaves. Never turns bitter in the sun.
**Sweet Corn**
**Obsession F1**
One of the most tender and delicious bicolor varieties you can grow.

**Specialty Cucumber**
**Green Light F1**
2020 All-America Selections National Winner is an excellent mini cucumber with high yields of attractive fruit, earlier maturity and superior eating quality. Grow on stakes or poles for a productive, easy-to-harvest vertical garden that will yield 40 or more spineless fruits per plant.

**Eggplant**
**Asian Delite F1**
Slender, elongated eggplants are glossy with bright purple skin and white, tender, non-bitter flesh. Fruit can be sliced lengthwise for grilling or lightly frying, and tender skin does not need to be peeled. Plants are upright and semi-spineless.

**Herb Basil**
**Everleaf™ Genovese**
Flowers up to 8 weeks later than standard basil. First basil bred for season-long performance and continual harvesting. Compact variety has short internodes and excellent branching, perfect for in-ground or container gardens. Intermediate Resistance to downy mildew and standard resistance to Fusarium.

**Purple Ball**
Has a unique dwarf, ball-shaped plant habit. This very aromatic annual has tiny, deepest purple leaves that are borne densely on ball-shaped plants. No need to pinch. The tubular flowers are late to appear and add extra color to the plant.

**Kale**
**Blue Ridge F1**
This hybrid features dark, blue-green foliage with an attractive, triple curl on all leaves. Semi-tall plant type, mid-season maturity and an extended yield. Slow to bolt or stretch, and suitable for hand stripping or cutting for fresh market, mechanical harvesting and processing.

**Onion**
**Red Duke F1**
A main season short-day red onion. Granex shape with early maturity. A deep attractive red color that is semi-resistant to sunburn. Vigorous disease-resistant tops with a strong root system. A consistently good performer with pink root resistance and low pungency.

**Red Hunter F1**
Short-day red, with strong pink root bolt tolerance. Excellent mild sweet flavor with consistent low pyruvates.

**Red Nugent F1**
Red Nugent is a red hybrid with high yield potential that is highly adaptable for diverse soil types. It is larger in size and performs better than many other 105-day varieties. Early-maturity, long-day onion bred to perform in the sandy and clay loam soils of the pacific northwest United States. Good yield potential. Intermediate Resistance to basal rot and pink root.

**Ruby Red**
Beautiful burgundy skin gives this onion its name, Ruby Red. A good storage onion, Ruby Red is a large, firm, red onion that lasts 5 to 6 months. A long-day onion with a medium-large sized globe. Crunchy and aromatic, plants are very reliable and heavy yielding.

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack, 800 879-BALL or fax: 800 234-0370
SWEET BELL PEPPER

Dragonfly
Thick-walled, juicy purple bell has better eating qualities than others on the market. Holds purple stage for a long time, so it has a good harvest window when purple which continues on through ripening to red.

Ninja S10 F1
Fights off bacterial leaf spot while producing extra large-to-jumbo fruit. The plants are widely adapted with very high yields of high-quality, firm, glossy fruit that hold well before and after harvest. The plants are strong and vigorous with good fruit setting ability. High Resistance to Tobacco mosaic virus and Intermediate Resistance to Bacterial leaf spot.

SWEET NON-BELL PEPPER

Jalapeño Sweet Poppers
No-heat jalapeños give you all the flavor without the burn! These peppers are earlier to fruit and produce high yields with well-drained, nutrient-rich soil. Exclusively Burpee!

Pillar Series F1
Series of sweet table-top pepper plants that produce large, crisp, thick-walled fruit. Pinching or pruning is not necessary, and fruit grows close to the central stem to keep the plant in perfect balance. Drought tolerant.
- Sweet Red
- Sweet Yellow

ANAHEIM PEPPER

Spitfire
Spitfire is a slightly spicy anaheim pepper with a vigorous plant that has the potential to produce an abundance of large, high-quality fruit. 90-130 Scoville units.
CHILI PEPPER
Armageddon F₁
The world’s first F₁ hybrid super-hot chili measuring at 1.2 million scovilles. This gives a fantastic grower advantage in terms of improved plant vigor and fruit uniformity. It is the earliest maturing super-hot variety, at least 14 days earlier than the competition.
Exclusively Burpee!

SPECIALTY HOT PEPPER
Rocket Mamba Red F₁
Upright-growing pepper plant with mild, spicy fruit. The glossy fruit turns from a trendy black to a luscious red when ripening. The plant itself has an upright growth habit with a strong central stem and is drought tolerant.

PUMPKIN
Large Marge F₁
Extremely large variety has a deep orange, glossy exterior with a strong, dark green, large, embedded handle to match the fruit size. Plants are full-vined and can set multiple fruits per plant and maintain size. Traditional blocky, round shape is perfect for carving or decorating.

RADISH
Crunchy Red
Produces large tops and very uniform dark red, round roots. This variety is very slow to develop pith. It performs well under cool conditions. It’s usually a few days earlier than standard O.P. varieties.

Starburst
Watermelon-type radish characterized by a bright red interior and a white/green exterior. Performance will be best in most areas if seeds are planted in early Spring or Fall. Mature roots are tangerine-sized with upright, bright green foliage.

WINTER SQUASH
Atlas F₁
High yields of uniformly sized and shaped fruits with long, cylindrical necks and slight bulb ends. A mid-maturing variety with light cream skin and dark orange flesh.

Autumn Frost F₁
Uniquely ribbed, round fruit ripens to dark tan with a frosted overlay. Fruit is similar in taste to a butternut squash, with superior quality, rich flavor and a shelf life of up to 4 months after maturity, allowing for a supply of high-quality fruit throughout the Winter season.
STRAWBERRY

Summer Breeze Snow
Rose-shaped double flowers are real eye-catchers! Rose gets a companion in Snow, with double white flowers that resemble a snow shower in Summer and don’t stop blooming until Fall. Aromatic, medium-sized, conical bright red fruit is produced on both all season long.

BEEFSTEAK TOMATO

Beefsteak
The classic variety grown for their flavor and size. Large red fruits are perfect for tomato sandwiches or any tomato recipe where you need a rich, full-flavored tomato.

Buffalosun F1
2020 All-America Selections Regional Winner (Northeast, Southeast) is high yielding and has less cracking. Unique yellow and red/orange flame coloration on the outside results in a nicely marbled, heirloom-look interior. Meaty flesh has few seeds.

Galahad F1
2020 All-America Selections Regional Winner (Heartland, West/Northwest) is a high-yielding, great-tasting tomato that grows on a strong sturdy plant. Produces excellent sweet, meaty fruit that are crack resistant.

Jamestown F1
A robust tomato plant with good heat set ability. High yield potential. Fruit displays deep red flesh and gel color due to crimson gene.
**SALADETTE/SAUCE TOMATO**

**Early Resilience F₁**

2020 All-America Selections National Winner is a rounded Roma with a deep red interior color, uniform maturity and good quality interior for canning and cooking. Bushy plants can be staked but it is not necessary.

**Venti Salad F₁**

Extra-large fruited plant with good fruit quality. Mid-early maturity. Fruit is blocky, oval in shape, uniform and very firm with good color. The plant is compact but productive.

Available exclusively through Ball Seed.

**SLICER TOMATO**

**Wisconsin 55**

Large deep red fruits resist shoulder cracks and blossom end rot, ripen evenly and have strong skin and solid flesh.

**SMALL-FRUITED TOMATO**

**Celano F₁**

2020 All-America Selections National Winner is a patio-type grape tomato with a strong, bushy habit. It is best grown with some support, such as a tomato cage.

**Crokini F₁**

2020 All-America Selections Regional Winner (Southeast) has a very sweet (Brix of 8.5), light-acidic taste, giving it the perfect sweet/acid balance. Fruits do not crack on the vines that yield up to 10-12 fruits per cluster.

**Gold Spark F₁**

Grape tomato has eye-catching color, sweet flavor, steady yields and crack resistance. Offers high yield potential and consistent sweetness (brix) throughout the season. The well-adapted plants have strong vigor with medium height.

**Heartbreakers Vallery F₁**

Compact, heart-shaped, cocktail tomato plants produce fruit that when cut presents a lovely heart shape. Features excellent vigor and shows an abundance of fruit. Plant has a trailing growth habit, so it’s ideal for large containers and hanging baskets. The juicy fruit has a tender skin and the perfect sweet/sour balance with a brix of about 9.

**Pillar Catch Red F₁**

Uniquely performing, sweet, cocktail, table-top tomato plant. The plant has an upright growth habit with a sturdy stem and few branches. It clearly exposes its fruit, without the need for pruning or trimming. Ideal as a table-top plant in a kitchen and drought tolerant. The fruit is deliciously sweet with a brix of about 6.

**BOOST™ Tasti-Wee®**

This crack-resistant tomato contains up to 40% more lycopene than similar types.* Manageable on a 72-in. (183-cm) stake with a good disease resistance package. *Based on vegetables grown under our trial conditions and harvested when ripe. Actual harvest results may vary. TASTI- WEE is a registered trademark of Florida Foundation Seed Producers, Inc. Exclusively Burpee!

**Tutti Frutti Series F₁**

Upright growth habit with sweet fruit (Brix ± 10).

- Cherry
- Mandarin
- Melon

**WATERMELON**

**Mambo F₁**

2020 All-America Selections National Winner has the appearance of a seedless watermelon but the better taste of a seeded type due to its extremely small seed cavity. Grows and yields well, even in cool, cloudy conditions. Crisp, extra-sweet, deep red flesh is remarkably flavorful and holds well on the vine. Each plant produces 3 to 4 fruits with dark green skin and blackish-green stripes.
# discontinued varieties for 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIETY</th>
<th>SUBSTITUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asteriscus Aurelia™ Yellow</td>
<td>Caleo™ Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrachoa Callie® Orange Sunrise</td>
<td>Callie Star Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrachoa Callie Sky Blue</td>
<td>Callie Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrachoa Callie Sunset Glow</td>
<td>Callie Star Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio™ Burgundy</td>
<td>Grandalia™ Burgundy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio Dark Red</td>
<td>Grandalia Dark Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio Dark Rose</td>
<td>Grandalia Dark Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio Orange</td>
<td>Grandalia Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio Pink</td>
<td>Grandalia Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio Red</td>
<td>Grandalia Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio White</td>
<td>Grandalia White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlia Midalio Yellow Improved</td>
<td>Grandalia Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diascia Darla® Appleblossom</td>
<td>Darla® Light Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geranium Classic™ Mosaic Purple</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geranium Classic Mosaic Red</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geranium Rocky Mountain™ Royal Red</td>
<td>Rocky Mountain Dark Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo™ Blue Breeze™ Mix</td>
<td>Spring Showers™ Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo Callie® Pink Bliss™ Mix</td>
<td>Callie® Patio Selfie™ Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo Effortless Beauty™ Mix</td>
<td>Walk of Stars™ Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo Grand Finale™ Mix</td>
<td>Summer Fun™ Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo Mom's Favorite™ Mix</td>
<td>Mom's Chosen One™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo Pop Goes The Combo™ Mix</td>
<td>Royal Gold™ Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwik Kombo Sangria and Sunsets™ Mix Improved</td>
<td>Mai Tai™ Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobelia Techno® Upright Delft Blue</td>
<td>Techno Upright Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteospermum Tradewinds® Cinnamon</td>
<td>Tradewinds Terracotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penstemon Phoenix™ Appleblossom</td>
<td>Phoenix Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penstemon Phoenix Lavender</td>
<td>Phoenix Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbena Lanai® Blue Eyes</td>
<td>Lanai Sky Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbena Lanai Compact Scarlet</td>
<td>Lanai Compact Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbena Lanai Purple Star</td>
<td>Lanai Twister™ Star Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbena Lanai Upright Limoncello</td>
<td>Lanai Upright Twister™ Watercolor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbena Lanai Upright Twister Red</td>
<td>Lanai Upright Twister Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbena Magelana™ Plum Frost</td>
<td>Magelana Hot Rose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mandatory Arbitration

Any claim which Purchaser may have against Seller arising out of or relating to the sale of the merchandise shall be settled by binding arbitration in accordance with the commercial arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association, said arbitration to be held in Cook or DuPage Counties, Illinois. The laws of several states require arbitration, conciliation or mediation of disputes. If any of such allegations defective or an legal action may be taken. Purchaser should contact the State Department of Agriculture for information. Such laws typically require that a complaint be filed with the State Department of Agriculture in time to permit inspection of the seed, crops or plants. If such a complaint is filed, a copy must be sent to Seller by registered or certified mail.

Governing Law, Jurisdiction & Venue

The laws of the State of Illinois, including but not limited to the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted therein, shall govern in all matters arising out of or relating to Seller’s sale of merchandise. Any dispute not subject to arbitration and any action to enforce an arbitration award arising out of or relating to the sale of merchandise hereunder shall be brought in the State of Illinois in the courts located in Cook or DuPage Counties, Illinois, and Purchaser submits to the jurisdiction of and venue in said Courts.

Indemnity

By accepting merchandise, Purchaser agrees to defend Seller, to hold harmless and indemnify it from and against any claim or suit asserted by any or all transferees of such merchandise or users of the products of such merchandise who are not notified by Purchaser in writing of limitation of Warranty, Limitation of Remedies, Mandatory Arbitration, Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Venue, and Notice Regarding Seed-Borne Diseases in language substantially equivalent to that contained in these Terms & Conditions of Sale.

Prices

All prices are subject to change without notice. The price in effect at time of shipment will prevail. Prices do not include installation; Seller takes no responsibility and shall have no liability for installation. Requests to package seed in unsized lots will incur a charge of $0.75 per packet. Additional processing and handling charges may be added.

Payment

Payment is due in invoiced currency and in accordance with the terms specified on invoice. In the event of default in the payment of any amount when due, and in addition to all other rights and remedies available to Seller, Seller shall be entitled to collect a late charge of 2% per month (24% per year) or the maximum rate allowed by law, whichever is less, on all amounts past due from the date due until the date paid. A fee of $25.00 will be charged for any returned check, declined EFT transaction or declined bank card transaction.

Freight & Handling Charges, Inspection, Damaged Goods

The freight and handling charge on Purchaser’s invoice covers shipment of the merchandise to Purchaser’s destination, and replacement or credit for damaged merchandise if the shipment listed here are followed. Purchaser will not refuse or return goods, or the right to file a claim is lost and Purchaser will still be liable for the material and the freight. When Purchaser receives shipment: 1) Count all cartons. 2) Inspect all cartons for external damage. 5) Check for open or leaking cartons. 4) Note any damages, shortages, open or resealed cartons, damaged cartons, cursor-speaking leaf plants; leaf defects; material shortages; etc. NOTIFY SELLER IMMEDIATELY IF A SHIPMENT IS DAMAGED. Call the Ball Traffic Department at 800 879–BALL to report the damage and receive details on what is needed to file a claim.

Cancellation Policy

Cancellations for unrooted cuttings must be received at least thirty (30) days prior to scheduled ship date. Cancellations for seeds or seed-raised plug or plugs will be received prior to stick or sow date.

Notice & Return

Seller shall have no liability for any defect unless notice is given promptly, not to exceed thirty (30) days after such a defect is or should have been discovered. The buyer is limited to six months from the ship date. Issues that arise past six months will not be considered for credit. No merchandise may be returned without the Seller’s prior written authorization. Requests to return merchandise must be made within ten (10) days after delivery. All returns must be in accordance with Seller's shipping instructions with freight paid by Purchaser. All request for return of merchandise must be made to Ball at 800 879–BALL. The Purchaser will also be asked to provide a letter stating the reason for the return.

The order number or invoice number must accompany the return in order to expedite the credit. NOTE: No credit will be accepted without prior notification to Ball at 800 879–BALL. Effective immediately, seed that is returned without authorization will not be accepted and credit will not be issued. For all Purchasers in the United States, a FedEx call tag will be issued upon authorization of return. There is a $10.00 freight charge for the FedEx return. Seed must be returned in the original condition within thirty (30) days of the ship date for a credit. No open package or drum will be accepted. If seed is returned within thirty–one (31) to sixty (60) days after ship date, full credit will be given but a 15% restocking charge will be assessed. No credit or replacement will be given for seed returned after sixty–one (61) days from our ship date. Because Ball Controlled Growth seed is perishable and declines shorter shelf life, no returns of these products will be accepted.

Delays, Shortages & Substitutions

Seller shall not be responsible for delays in delivery or for losses resulting from such delays. Seller reserves the right to substitute or re-ship product. In the event of shortages, Seller may substitute other, similar merchandise as is available.

Plant Protection

Varieties described herein may be protected by United States Plant Variety Protection, United States Plant Patents, Utility Patents, and/or Plant Breeders’ Rights. Many of the varieties are also protected by the Flowering—Only License Agreement; as well as registered with the Canadian Ornamental Plant Foundation. These varieties may not be reproduced without authorization. The breeder or authorizer will not receive any income. Seller has the right to inspect Purchaser’s nurseries during normal business hours to assess compliance with the restrictions on use of protected varieties.

Trademarks

Trademarks are the property of Ball Horticultural Company, unless otherwise indicated.

Sales Limitations

Export control. The company’s products may not be sold, diverted, transferred or re-exported, directly or indirectly, to any individual, entity, or destination that is subject to United States or United Nations Sanctions Programs or Embargoes (including but not limited to OFAC Sanctions Programs and those listed on OFAC’s “Specially Designated Nationals” list) without an appropriate export license.

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Each party represents and warrants to the other party that it will take no action in relation to this transaction that would be in violation of the applicable laws and regulations of any country and the United States of America. No payments of money or anything of value will be offered, promised or paid, directly or indirectly, to any officials to influence the acts of such officials to induce them to use their influence with a government or an instrumentality thereof or to obtain an improper advantage.

Notice Regarding Seed–Borne Diseases

Seller makes no representation regarding the presence or absence of diseases of the seed sold and disclaims any liability relating to such diseases, whether previously known to exist or not identified until this seed is grown.
FAST, CONVENIENT, 24/7 ONLINE ACCESS

ORDER NOW using WebTrack® and the WebTrack To Go® mobile app, which can be downloaded for FREE from the Apple App Store or Google Play.